HeinOnline is excited to announce a new package that includes seven databases designed to streamline and simplify research at the state level. Libraries can now subscribe to a single state package with the option to add additional states at a discounted rate. If a library subscribes to four or more states, they will receive an automatic, complimentary upgrade to the 50-state package.

Databases Included in the Package

1. State Constitutions Illustrated
   • Includes an extensive collection of current and historical state constitutional material

2. Session Laws Library
   • Includes exact replications of the official bound session laws from inception to current

3. State Statutes: A Historical Archive
   • Includes historical superseded state statutes dating as far back as 1717

4. State Attorney General Opinions
   • Includes official State Attorney General Opinions of both primary and secondary authority

5. Prestatehood Legal Materials
   • A one-stop source of information about the primary sources of law during the colonial and territorial periods of states

6. State Reports: A Historical Archive
   • A convenient bibliographic reference guide to published court reports

7. Political & Legal History
   • Provides titles related to the development and history of states
1. STATE CONSTITUTIONS ILLUSTRATED

- Extensive collection of pre-statehood primary material
- Perfect for anyone interested in comparative constitutional studies, legal and political history of the United States, or state-specific research
- Comprised of original and consolidated texts heavily annotated with references to case law
- Comprehensive collection of multiple editions from various sources

HeinOnline's State Constitutions Illustrated contains the constitutions for each selected state(s) within the United States, together with related documents and resources. With the original, consolidated, and current text of every state constitution as well as extensive pre-statehood documents, State Constitutions Illustrated provides comprehensive coverage and allows researchers to compare multiple editions from multiple sources.

Documents within State Constitutions Illustrated

Within the state, users can expand each section to view constitutions with their amendments, original text, and other related documents. Links to scholarly articles are also available.*

Annotations from the Editor

Notice the blue icons displayed next to documents? These More Information links are provided for every constitutional document in State Constitutions Illustrated. The information within them was written by the database editor, helping guide researchers through the trove of documents provided.

The information given includes:
- Full title of the document
- Official reference number
- Publication date
- Source
- Source location
- Adoption date
- Language of origin
- Language of document

*Libraries must also subscribe to the Law Journal Library to access scholarly articles

The State Constitutions Illustrated database is a treasure trove of information on constitutional histories. It has a clean, simple interface that allows the user to find primary documentation about how the United States acquired each state in the union.
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2. SESSION LAWS LIBRARY - Available from inception to current

HeinOnline's digital Session Laws Library contains exact replications of the official bound session laws of every state. This ever-expanding database is the only complete online source of laws from each selected state(s), beginning with territorial, colonial, and early statehood laws and continuing through to today.

HeinOnline's Session Laws Library is updated on a monthly basis. As new session laws are printed, they will be included in HeinOnline within 60 days of publication.

Session Laws Quick Locator

To quickly retrieve a chapter, act, or page, use the Session Laws Quick Locator tool that can be found either on the Session Laws Library homepage or within a particular state. Simply select the state and plug in the year and chapter/act information to retrieve the document. This tool will take users to the exact page where the chapter begins.

3. STATE STATUTES: A HISTORICAL ARCHIVE

State Statutes: A Historical Archive includes access to each state's historical superseded state statutes. Offering a valuable source of information for researchers and scholars, this database provides an avenue to understanding the creation of historical statutes. Each state has been checked against Pimsleur's Checklist of Basic American Legal Publications, and coverage dates back to 1717 for most of them.
5. PRESTATEHOOD LEGAL MATERIALS - Includes all 50 states

This database is derived from the AALL’s Joseph L. Andrews Legal Literature Award–winning 2005 sourcebook Prestatehood Legal Materials, edited by Michael Chiorazzi and Marguerite Most and held in more than 350 libraries. It provides brief overviews of state histories from colonization to statehood and identifies a wide range of both readily available and hard-to-find materials from each state. This is an invaluable and comprehensive tool for researchers. Unprecedented in its coverage of territorial government, this database holds resources that reveal the underlying legal principles that helped shape the United States. Research how foreign countries controlled the laws of these territories and how the states eventually broke away to govern themselves. Examine the legal issues with Native Americans, inter-state boundaries and the Mexican and Canadian borders, and the development of the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of state government.

Included in this database are bibliographies, references, and discussions on a varied list of source materials, including:

- State codes drafted by Congress
- County, state, and national archives
- Journals and digests
- State and federal reports, citations, surveys, and studies
- Books, manuscripts, papers, speeches, and theses
- Town and city records and documents
- And more!

6. STATE REPORTS: A HISTORICAL ARCHIVE

For many years, William S. Hein & Co., Inc. has published Hein’s State Report Checklist to help libraries keep their state report collections up to date. State Reports: A Historical Archive is a digital version of this bibliographic reference work. Entries for each of the selected state(s) are included, as well as linking to the full text of available historical state reports in HeinOnline’s image-based PDF format. This database provides researchers with a convenient bibliographic guide to published court reports and how they interrelate with the National Court Reporter system.

7. POLITICAL & LEGAL HISTORY

The Political and Legal History collections offered as part of HeinOnline’s new U.S. Individual State Packages give users an array of titles tailored to a specific state’s history and development, presenting an eclectic and colorful view into a single state’s legal, historical, social, geographic, and economic makeup through historical and current texts. Read contemporary accounts on Leo Frank’s trial and conviction, including one published in the state of Georgia, or jet to sunny California and read a history of the prohibition movement in the Golden State. Drill into casebooks on Texas’ oil and gas industry or read tracts and speeches circulated by abolitionist organizations in antebellum Massachusetts. Content within each collection is as unique and distinct as the state it represents, while also paying homage to the regional and historical ties that have bound certain states together; for example, find the works of early 20th century historian Herbert L. Osgood on colonial America within each of the states representing the original thirteen colonies. These fifty collections will continue to grow as new content is added, offering a rounded look into each state from its prestatehood beginnings to the present day.

ANNUAL PRICING INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual State</td>
<td>$495.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each Additional State(s)</td>
<td>$395.00 per state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Purchase a total of four states and automatically be upgraded to the fifty-state package!*

For more information about this package, please contact either your sales representative or our Marketing department at marketing@wshein.com or 800-828-7571.